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ABSTRACT

This paper présents the error control technique of convolutional

codi'ng, and some of its irost powerful methods of decodi'ng, especially sequenti'al

decodi'ng and some of the new developments of the basic stack algonthm. Thèse

developments and variants attempt to ctrcuinvent some of the sévère shortcomings

of sequential decoding (i\e. computational vanabtlity and storage requi rements ),

and open new possibiliti'es of applications.
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l. INTRODUCTION

In a digital communication System, information or data origi'nated at

the source must be transmi'tted to a distant user through a noi'sy channel.

Because of the channel noi'se, the transmi'tted signais do not arrive at the

receiver exact!y as transmitted and hence errors are made in conveying the source

message to the user. The performance for a digital communication System is the

probabtli'ty of error stated in terms of the probability of n^ssage, word, or bit

error. The choi'ce of the most appropriate unit wi'll dépend mainly on the appli-

cati'on of the System. Whenever the data is orgam'zed in blocks, then a good

measure for the System's performance wi'11 be the probability of block error; on

the other hand, 1f the information to be sent is a conti'nuous stream of data,

then the probability of bit error might be the appropriate measure of per-

formance. In certain applications such as computer-to-computer communication, a

repeat for the erroneous block of information is requested through a feedback

channel whenever an error is detected. For thèse Systems, the performance cnte-

r-ion is the probability of undetected block error which is required to be very

sma11, often smaller than lO"10.

Additi'onal requi'rements on the data itsetf may concern the tolerable

delay in the processing and delivenng of the data. Although some Systems such

as deep space telemetry can tolerate delays of several days in processing the

data, many communication Systems demand essentiaHy real-time processing. The

requi'rements of data accuracy, data rates and detays together wi'th Systems con-

straints on available transmittlng power and bandwidth are key factors to be

considered in the •implementation of the System. A good design consists often in

making sensible trade offs between complexity and performance in the most eco-

nomical manner.
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Error control techniques are usualty divided into three types, namely,

forward error control (FEC) schemes, error détection with retransmission (re-

ferred to as ARQ or automatlc repeat request), and hybn'd Systems that employ

both FEC and ARQ techniques. There are two large classes of FEC codi'ng tech-

nlqueSg namely btock codi'ng and convoluti'onal codi'ng [l]. Block coding is used

when the digital information 1s orgam'zed in distinct blocks, whereas

convotutional coding is particularty suitable when the digital information to be

transmitted arrive sen'ally in long séquences rather than in blocks. Block

codi'ng is treated at length in [2]. In th1s paper, we wi'll only examine

convolutional coch'ng, especialty some of the most promising decoding techniques

for convolutlonal codes.

2. BASIC MODEL

In a digital communication System employi'ng FEC techniques such as

shown in Figure l, the data source générâtes bi'nary information symbols at the

rate R^ bits/s. Thèse information symbols are encoded for error protection pur-

poses and the encoder output is another bi'nary séquence of rate Re symbols/s.

The code rate R in bits/symbots 1s given by the rati'o R = R,/R^. Since R^ is

larger than R^, then over the channel the transmission speed is higher than the

data rate detivered by the source. Equi'valently, the introduction of an error

control codi'ng requîres a bandwi'dth expansion.

At the receiver, 1 et the recei'ved power be P and 1 et N^ be the spectral

density of the channel noise. Then the signal-to-noise ratio per information bit

is gtven by E^/N^ = P/(N^ R^). This E(,/N^ rati'o serves as a figure of ment for
0 'OS DO

différent combinations of codi'ng and modulation schemes. It is dear that a

coding or modulation scheme which reduces the E^/N^ required for a gi'ven error

probability^ leads to an increase in the allowable data rate and/or a decrease m

the necessary transmission power. The basic problem is thus the determi'mng of a

System that will operate at the lowest E^/N^ with a gi'ven error performance.
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Figure 2 shows the performance curves of several codmg schemes

together with that of the perfect cohérent PSK modulation. The codh'ng gain of

any codi'ng scheme is measured as the différence in E|,/N^ between that codi'ng

scheme and PSK for a gi'ven error probabi'tity. For example, at a bit error

probabi'lity of 10-5, the btock codi'ng BCH (128,112) provides a 2 dB coding gain

whereas soft décision Viterbi JeçpdijTg (K=7, R=?s) provides over 5 dB, and hard

quanti'zed sequential decoding can provide 5.2 dB. This 5.2 dB coding gain can be

translatée! as ei'ther a 5.2 dB réduction in the transmi'tting power for the same

data rate and error performance as the PSK System, or as an increase data rate

equal to about 3.3 ti'mes the uncoded data rate. Dependi'ng on the application,

both of thèse alternatives may be qui'te attractive in improving a System design.

For weH-behaved channels, such as the space channel, Systems using

convolutional encoding and Viterbi or sequential decoding are among the most

powerful and the most interesti'ng : they provi'de substantial codi'ng gains while

being readily implementable. For convolutional codes, there also exist much

simpler decoding schemes such as threshol^ which provide more modest

codi'ng gains but which are far simpter to imptement. For example, the rate 3/4

threshold decoder provides a codi'ng gain of 1.2 dB. For satellite transmission

of data over regular voi'ce channels and SCPC Systems, this relatively simple

codi'ng scheme is quite suitable and is wi'dely applied [3^4,5].

We now bn'efly introduce convolutional codi'ng and présent the powerful

Viterbi and sequential decodmg techniques together wi'th récent developments and

extensions.

3. CONVOLUTIONAL ENCODING

A blnary convotuti'onal code of rate 1/v may be generated by a linear

fim'te-state machine consisti'ng of a K-stage shift register;, V modulo-2 adders

connected to some of the shi'ft regi'ster stages, and a commutator that scans the

output of the modulo-2 adders. The set of connexions between the mod-2 adders

and the shift register spécifies the code. An example of K=3, rate h convol-

utional encoder is gi'ven in Figure 3.
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Information bits are shifted in at the left, and followi'ng each shift,

the modula-2 adders are sampled in séquence by the commutator, provldi'ng 2 code

symbots that are transnntted through the channel. Henceg a codi'ng rate R=ig. For

such simple encoders, the length of the shift register K 1s called the constraint

length of the code, and the rate 1s 1/v. One can généralize the binary convolu-

ti'onal encoder by aHowing more than one bit at a time to enter the encoder. If

u bits are shifted in at a time, then the codi'ng rate is u/v, and the constrai'nt

tength 1s taken to be a multiple of the integer u, say K=ku.

Tree and Trellis Structure

Convotutional codes exhlbi't a tree and trellls structure that are

essential to illustrate the powerful decoding methods of Viterbi and sequential

decoding [4]. Consider a rate \ encoder. The fact that at any ti'me the mput to

the encoder may take 2 values 9 suggests representing the output of the encoder by

a binary tree. The tree has two branches per node, each havi'ng v coded symbols

corresponding to ei'ther a "zéro" or a "one" input bit. Hence, an Jl-bit input

séquence that entered the encoder wi'll trace a spécifie path in the encoded tree,

and the correspondîng code symbols on the branches of the path are the symbols

transnn'tted through the channel. For example, the encoder of Figure 3 1s

descnbed by the tree of Figure 4, and the input séquence 1011 traces a path with

a coded séquence 11100001.

The state of an encoder is the contents of the first (K-l) positions of

the encoder shi'ft regi'ster, and the V symbots corresponding to a given input bit

are spécifiée! by that input bit and the state of the encoder. Hence to each node
•-1

of the tree, there corresponds an encoder state; there are 2" possible distinct

states. Henceg whenever the input séquence 1s longer than (K-l) bits, there are

more nodes in the tree than states; that is several nodes correspond to the same

encoder state and are thus identical. The tree contains redundant information

which can be eliminated by n»rgi'ng togethers at any same tree depths all nodes

corresponding to the same encoder state. The redrawing of the tree wi'th mergi'ng

paths and redundancy eli'minated is called a trellis. Tree and treHi's structures

carry the same informations and an input séquence wi'll trace the same path in



ei'ther the tree or the treltis» Figure 5 is the trellis correspondi'ng to the

tree of Figure 4. For général rate U/V codes, the same pnnci'pîes apply, but

mstead of two branches per node, tree and trellis will have 2" branches emergi'ng

from each node.

4. DECODING FOR CONVOLUTIONAL CODES

Decoding may be seen as the opération for determim'ng the most likely

information séquence given the recelved séquence. Thi's recel ved séquence is the

transmitted séquence with possibty several symbols in error. The suboptimum

tree search of sequential decodi'ng and the optimal trellis search of Viterbi"

decoding are two techniques which attempt to ftnd the most likely information

séquence, or "best" path through a graph (tree or trelli's) in ^nch the branches

are assigned likeli'hood or "metnc" values.

Viterbi and sequential decodi'ng have developed independently and appear

to be the opposite for determim'ng the most likely information séquence gi'ven the

recel ved séquence. The Viterbi algon'thm uses the trellis structure of the code

and examines a11 distinct paths at every trellis level, whereas a sequentlal

decoder uses the tree structure of the code and foltows only that path in the

tree that appears to be the most Hkely. As a conséquence, the computational

effort 1s constant but large for Vi'terbi decoding, whereas it is on the average

typically very small but variable for sequential decoding.

We now examine each of thèse techniques, emphasi'zlng sequential

decoding and son» of its variants.

VITERBI DECODIN6 :

The Viterbi decoding algon'thm is a simple decoding procédure whi'ch

détermines the path havi'ng the largest accumulated metnc of all possible

distinct paths. It uses the trelli's structure of the code and retains at each
.K-l

depth only the best path that terminâtes at each of the 2" " states. At each
K-i

decoding step, the 2"~^ remai'm'ng or "survivi'ng" paths are extended, and their
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total metrîcs compared pair-wi'se so that for each 2 paths merging at each state,

only the path wi'th the largest rrctric is retained. With thi's procédure, none of

the discarded paths can ever be the most li'kely path, that is the procédure is

optimum [4,6].

The error performance of Vi'terbi decoding decreases exponentialty with

the constramt length K of the code. Hence, it may be desirable to use a code

with K as large as possibteo However, si'nce the Viterbi decoding opérations are

identical from level to levels and since they must be performed at every state,

the complexi'ty of the decoder and the number of computations per decoded bit

grow exponenti'aUy wi'th the constraint tength of the code. Thi's exponential

growth li'mi'ts practical Viberbi decoding to short constraint length codes (K <

8).

Viterbi decoding Is wi'dely used over a van'ety of channels, and can

provide substantial codlng gains, exceeding 5 dB at an error probabi'lity of 10-5.

It can easily operate on soft-deci'sioned data, providing an addi'tional 2dB gain.

Typi'cal error probabi'Hty curves are given in Figure 6, indicating approxi'mately

0.5 dB of codi'ng gain for each unit increase of the constraint length K. A1-

though loss of synchromzation of the decoder entails a gradual performance

dégradation, over bursty channels Viterbl decoding does not perform very well.

In those channels interleavi'ng of the data may have to be consi'dered to decorre-

la te consécutive nolse samples. However, the ensuing detay may not be acceptable

in certain applications.

Finally, we should nrenti'on that Viterbi decoding 1s a very mature

technique, widely used, with Viterbi decoders readily avaitable for a variety of

rates and a variety of decoding speeds^ whi'ch may run in the tens of Megabi'ts/-

second [7].

SEQUENTIAL DECODING :
Whenever the desired performance requires usi'ng codes wi'th large coding

gain, hence large values of K, a somewhat suboptimal decoding technique must be

used instead of Viterbl decoding. One such technique l's sequenti'al decoding

[3].
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The central idea of sequenti'al decoding is the decodi'ng of the received

message one branch at a ti'me, without searching the enti're tree. Starting from

the on gi n of the tree, the path setected to be exptored one step further is the

path whose metric is the largest among those already examined. The path that

first reaches the end of the tree wi'th the highest metnc i"s accepted as the

decoded path. As the decodi'ng proceeds, the decoder occaslonally retreats l'n the

tree and extends earlier and possibly incorrect paths. In order to mi'm'mize thi's

backing-up and extension of unlikely paths, the metric is bi'ased in such a way

that on the average H increases along the correct path and decreases along all

incorrect paths [8].

There are two main sequenti'al decoding algonthms : the Fano algorithm

[9] and the Zi'gangirov-Jelinek (Z-J) algon'thm [10]. In thi's paper, we will con-

si'der only the Z~J algorithm and some of its variants and extensions.

In the Z-J or stack algon'thm, the decoder consists of a li'st or stack

of the already searched paths, ordered in decreasing order of thei'r metn'c

values. The "top" of the stack bas the largest accumulated metnc and wi'11 be

searched further, i.e. extended one levet further along both branches emergi'ng

from its end node. The opérations of the stack decoder are thus the fi'nding of

the top node, the extension and storage of its successors, and the proper re-

ordering of the stack. As a node is extended, it is removed frœi the stack.

The algorithm is then :

l) Compute the metrics of the successors of the top node and enter them in

thei'r proper place in the stack.

2) Remove from the stack this top node that was just extended.

3) Fmd the new top node» If 1t is the final node, stop. Otherwi'se go to l).

Sequential decodi'ng •involves a random mot'ton •in the tree, leading to a

var-iable number of computatlons to decode a gîven block of information. The

number of computations necessary to decode one information symbol has a Pareto

distribution, that 1s a distribution whose tai'l decreases only algebraically

[11].
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Figure 7 shows a typical distribution curve. Thi's variability of the com-

putational effort constitûtes one of the main drawbacks of sequential decoding.

However, provided the coding rate R is smalter than some rate ?__„„ ,typii
'comp '

the average number of computations per decoded information bit, C,,,, is very
•-l

sma11, much smaller than the constant number 2" required for Viterbi decoding.

At rates beyond R^^s C,,, becomes unbounded; R^^^ is called the canputational

cut-off rate and constitutes the 1imi'ti"ng rate of opération for sequenti'at

decoders. Furthermore, unli'ke Viterbt decoding, thi's average decoding effort of

sequential decoding is practically independent of the constrai'nt length of the

code whi'ch may thus be chosen at wHI. Thereforeg sequential decodi'ng tends to

be used in conjunctlon with long constraint length codes, K > 20. However,

because of the variable decodi'ng delay, the analysis of sequential decoding is

concernée! not only wi'th the error probability but also with the di'stn'buti'on of

the computati'onal effort.

In practical sequential decoders, the variable decoding delay is

accommodated by the use of 1nput and output buffers. The output buffer smoothes

out the output rate of the decoded data, whereas the input buffer is used to

store the incoming data waiting to be decoded. Regardless of the si'ze of the

buffer, there is a nonzero probability that H may f 111-up, leading to an

overflow and posslbly, commum'cation breakdown. This overflow problem as we11 as

the restarti'ng procédures constHute one of the most serious problems of

sequential decodi'ng. To overcome the difficulty of overflow, data are organized

in blocks, usualty on the order of 500 to 1000 branches, and known séquences

called the "tai'l of the nfâssage" clear the shift register of the convotutional

encoder after each btock and resynchromze the System. In case of an overflow,

the buffer clears the overftowed block and decodîng can be resumed in the

following block. A simpllfied block dîagram of a sequential decoder using the

stack algorithm l's given •in Figure 8.
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5. VARIANTS 0F SEQUENTIAL DECODING

Some new methods have been proposed to alleviate the computati'onal

difficulty of sequentlaî decoding [12,13]. Thèse methods are all based on the Z-

J algon'thm. Fi'rst the concept of the Z-J algonthm can be généralized to allow

a multi'ple-path extension instead of a single path extension. Furthermore, one

can eliminate from the stack any undesired path, and therefore reduce the memory

requirement of the stack. Final1y, considération bas also been gi'ven to the

decodi'ng of Mgh rate codes, such as rate 2/3 or rate 3/4 codes whi'ch are es-

pecially important in applications where the bandwi'dth is somewhat restn'cted.

In thèse codes 22 = 4 and 23 = 8 branches émerge from each tree node respecti've-

1y, overtaxing both the decoding speed and memory requirements of a strai'ght-

forward sequential decoder[14,15]. We shall first consider the réduction of the

computational van'abili'ty by multiple path extensions.

5.1 Multi'ple-path Stack Algorithms :

This is a simple variation of the basic Z-J stack algonthm which

consists in extending si'multaneously several paths from the top of the stack

[12,13].

Furthermore, remerging paths are exploited as in the Vi'terbi" algon'thm

in order to elimmate redundant paths from the stack, and reduce the stack stor-

âge. Wi'th thèse modifications, It is shown that the vanability of the compu-

tati'onal distn'but-ion is reduced compared to that of the ordinary stack algon'thm

at a cost of a somewhat larger average number of computations. However, the

error probabili'ty is improved and approaches closely that of the optimum Viterbi

decoding. One could even modify at will the number of extended paths and adapt

1t to the needs imposed by the channet nolse. When the channet 1s qui'et, extend

only one or two paths simultaneously, and whenever there is some burst of noise

and the metnc drops, extend a larger number of paths. The resulting adaptive"

sequential decoding yi'elds an even smalter computational variability wi'th a

smaller average number of computations than the fîxed nultiple-path algonthm

[16]. Distributions of computation obtained by simulation are gi'ven in Figure 9,
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showing the improvements obtai'ned in both vanabnity and average value of the

computational effort.

By considering a decoding cycle as consi'sting of a path extension cycle

(which extends some number of paths according to an extension rule), and a

purging cycle (which éliminâtes from the stack any undesi'rable path according to

a purging rule), then a11 the above algonthms, including the usual stack algo-

n'thm and the Viterbi algonthm are spécial cases of the "généralized stack algo-

rithm" [12]. Th1s generalized stack algonthm in essence closes the gap between

the si'ngle-path sequential decoding and the all-path Viterbi algorHhm.

Finally, another variant of the basic stack algonthm, called multiple

stack algorithm bas been recently proposed to circumvent the buffer overflow

problem [17]. It uses several stacks, whi'ch are fllled one after another, but in

such a way that decoding is always completed, practically eli'minating overflows,

but at the expense of a substantial increase in stack and buffer storage.

5.2 Hi'flh Rate Sequential Deçqdmg :

As mentioned earlier, another variant of the basic stack algon'thm of

sequenti'al decodmg concerns the use of codes wi'th coding rates R = U/V, rather

than 1/V. Thèse codes requi're a bandwi'dth expansion of only V/U instead of V,

and hence are of spécial importance when the available channel bandwidth Is

restricted.

We recalt that for rate 1/V codes, there are two branches per node in

the tree or trelli's représentation of the code. For bi'nary U/V codes, there are

2" branches stemming out of each node, and si'nce an optimal decoder must examine

them ait, the complexity of a Viterbi decoder becomes further aggravated when

used wi'th thèse codes. On the other hand, stnce a sequential decoder explores

only a fraction of the tree paths, then not ai 1 the 2" branch extensions may need

to be exann'ned when explonng a tree path. Usi'ng the notion of a threshold to

discard some of the least likety among the 2" branch extensions, it has been
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shown that both the average number of computati'ons and stack size of the decoder

may be sigmfi'cantly reduced wi'thout impainng the error performance [15]. With

such a modification of the stack algonthm, sequential decoding may thus présent

an attractive alternative to Viterbi" decoding or to any other decoding scheme for

rate U/V codes.

Threshold Détermination

The basi'c idea of usi'ng a discardîng threshold for the decoding of rate

U/V codes is to obtain substantial savings in the required stack memory of the

decoder at a minimal cost in error performance and computational effort. After

extending a node into a11 of Its 2" successors, the metn'c of each of thèse

branch extensions is compared to the threshold value. Only those extensions

whose metric exceed the threshold value are stored in the stack; the others are

discarded. Hence, in setting up the threshold value, the underîying desired

property is that any discarded node be very unlikely a part of the correct path.

The détermination of the threshotd value dépends on the code and the

channel, which may be hard or soft quantized. For soft quantized channels, each

symbol metric may take many values, and thus the number of différent brançh

metric values is qui te large, spanm'ng a wi'de range. Each of thèse metn'c values

occurs wi'th a given probabi'lity.

Therefore, in such channels, one can set a threshold value that wi'll be

exceeded wi'th some gi'ven probabi'lity. From simulations with rate 2/3 and rate

3/4 codes and 3-bit quantlzed channels, it was establi'shed that the probabi'Hty

of not exceeding the threshold to be between 10"4 and 10-6.

As for hard quantized channels (the binary symmetn'c channels), the

problem is considerabty si'mplified because, due to spécial features of the codes

sm'table for sequential decoding, the number of différent branch iretncs turns

out to be very sma11. For example, as shown in Figure 10, for rate 2/3 codes,

there are only two error patterns possible for each node extensions. For every
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set of 4-branch extensions emergi'ng from each node, there can be either one

branch with no error, together with 3 branches wHh 2 errors (Pattern I), or 3

branches with a single error, together with one branch wi'th 3 errors (Pattern

II).

Consequently, for rate 2/3 codes, there are only 3 possible threshold

values corresponding to discarding ei'ther single, double or tnple-error pat~

terns. An obvi'ous choi'ce for the threshold is to set it to a value whi'ch corre-

sponds to discarding a11 2 and 3 error patterns on a branch.

Simi'larly, for the rate 3/4 codes used in our simulation, there are

only 2 possible error patterns correspondi'ng to ei'ther l error-free branch, 6

double-error branches and l four-error branch (Pattern I), or 4 si'ngte-error

branches together with 4 three-error branches (Pattern II). As shown in Figure

11, a reasonable choice for the threshold is the value which corresponds to the

di'scarding of a11 branches bean'ng two or more errors.

Computer simulation results with the rate 2/3 and 3/4 codes for both

hard and soft quanti'zati'on have shown that very substantîal savi'ngs (over 50% and

up to 90%) m the required stack memory of the decoder can be achi'eved at practi-

cally no dégradation of the error performance [15]. Furthermore, the vari'abi1i'ty

of the computati'onal effort remai'ns unchanged compared to a straightforward

sequential decoder, indicating that all the discarded branch extensions were

indeed unnecessary for the decoding process. An example of results obtai'ned for

rate 3/4 codes over the BSC is shown in Figure 12.

Therefore, by a judicious choice of a discardi'ng threshold that elim-

inates unnecessary paths that a standard sequenti'al decoder must otherwise

examine, large savmgs in the decoder rremory my be achieved at hardly any cost

•in error performance or computational variabi'li'ty. Si'nce the decoch'ng process is

practically independent of the constralnt tength of the code, such a variant of

the stack algonthm may make sequential decoding a very attractive and practical

alternative for the decoding of high rate codes over very noisy channels.
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INTERSYMBOL INTERFERENCE

Sequential decodi'ng, in particular the mjlti'ple-path stack algonthm

was recentty applied to a problem somewhat différent from coding, that i"s the

résolution of intersymbol interference problem in bandwith-constrained channets

[18J9].

When transmittmg hi'gh speed digital data over band limi'ted channels,

in addition to the ever présent channel noise, a major impairment 1s the inter-

symbol interference (ISI) between neighbonng puises due to an insufficient

channel bandwidth.

Although effective channet equali'zati'on techniques have been used to

nnmmize the effects of ISI, thèse techniques are not optimum. A major break-

through was achieved by considenng ISI as a convolutionat encoding of the data,

where the memory of the channel is assoclated wi'th the iremory of the convol-

utional encoder. Hence, optimal decoding techniques for convoluti'onal codes,

l".e. Viterbi decoding, can be directly applied to the ISI problem. However, the

computati'onal complexity of the Viterbi decoding algorithm grows li'nearly wi'th

the length of the transmi'tted séquence, and also grows exponentially wi'th the

memory of the channel. Hence, Hs application is li'mi'ted to channels wi'th small

memory, that is wi'th an ISI extending onty over very few puises (typically less

than 3) [20].

For long memory channels, si'nce Viterbi decoding becomes impracti'cal

due to the excessive amount of computations required, an alternative approach is

to use sequentiat decoding where the computational complexity, especi'ally the

average decoding effort is independent of the memory of the code. Hence, it can

be applled to combat ISI over long memory channels. As for the computational

van'ability, thi's drawback can be circumvented by the multi'ple-path stack

algorithm [18,19].
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Simulation results with channels having memory lengths up to 6 symbols

have shown that the performance of the 7-path sequential decodi'ng fa11 withi'n the

theoreti'cal upper and 1ower performance bounds of an optimal decoder (see Fi g.

13). As for the overall decodi'ng effort, ît is only a very small fraction of the

decodi'ng effort that would be requi'red of an opti'mum Viterbi decoder.

Furthermore, for the hi'gh signal to nolse rati'os of interest (> 15 dB), the

results show hardly any computational variability. Consequently, a much

simpli'fied form of a multiple path sequential decoder structure appears possible,

maktng the procédure a very attractive alternative to existi'ng ISI methods. This

simpllfi'ed form of the decoder is presently under investigation [21].

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the error control technique of convolutional coding

and some of l'ts important methods of decoding, especially Viberbi and Sequential

decoding. In particular, we have presented some of the new developments of the

bas i e stack algon'thm of sequential decoding. Thèse developments and variants

attempt to drcumvent sorne of the computational difficulties of sequenti'al

decoding, and to reduce the required storage in practical tmplementations. Thèse

new developments make sequential decoding techniques attractive alternatives and

open new domains of applications.
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Figure 6: Performance curves for rate — Viterbi decoding over BSC channel.
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